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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 6/48
Item ID: 10830
EAN: 670462108301
Size: 108 x 215 x 16 mm
Weight: 125 g

Recommended price

299 SEK

Designed for an outdoorsy type that loves their tech, and really gives a damn. Pela products are
designed to protect your devices, and our planet Earth. Unlike conventional plastics that will last in a
landfill for hundreds or thousands of years, Pela products are made with a 100% Compostable Bio-
Polymer and plant fibers.

Protects & Preserves Our Oceans

Pela donates a % of every sale to Ocean Cleanup and Preservation Initiatives. Every case sold = less
plastic in the ocean.

Biodegradable & Eco-Friendly

100% Compostable. Made from Flax shive and a plant-based biopolymer create the base for our
compostable cases

Screen Protection Guarantee

If your screen cracks while wearing a Pela Case (excluding Slim) AND our liquid screen protector, we'll
pay for the repairs.

Pela has revolutionized phone cases once again. The Pela Clear case is made from plant-based
material and is the world’s first fully compostable, transparent iPhone case- our future is clear, without
plastic! It’s rigid back and impact-absorbent edges make it durable enough to protect your iPhone
against impacts, drops, and scratches. As a part of our mission to create a waste free future, Pela is a
member of 1% for the Planet, and proud to support organizations working hard to better our planet.

How it Feels

Pela Clear case is made of a rigid, transparent, back and our signature colored Flaxstic® material for
the bumper. These materials are fused together for a soft feel with a little bit of grip.

Case Design

Meticulously designed to protect your phone from drops and scratches as well as any traditional plastic
case. Precision cuts around speakers, charger, volume and power buttons. Carefully designed wrap
around edges to protect the front of your phone. Smooth to the touch with no extra bulk. 
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